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MOORE’S LAW 

2010: 45 years of Moore’s Law 
✺  1 Billion-fold growth 

✺  Quantitative becomes qualitative 

Big Data: the inevitable conclusion 



I CAN GIVE YOU 
POWER 

All the Data you desire 

All the Storage you desire 

All the Compute you desire 



AT WHAT COST? 

Loss of illusions 
✺  Sequential programs 

✺  Single-copy state 

✺  Reliable components 

✺  Data modeling 



HUMAN COST 

1.  Distributed Programming 

2.  Data Wrangling 

Who has the skills? 
And are they being sacrificed? 

The signal challenge of our time… 



“ By relieving the brain of all unnecessary 
work, a good notation sets it free to 
concentrate on more advanced 
problems, and, in effect, increases the 
mental power of the race. 
 

“ 

—Alfred North Whitehead 

NOTATION 



DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES 

DSL 

High Level 
Little 

Bespoke 

SQL, VBA, Lex/Yacc, LaTeX, HTML, OpenGL, Bash, Datalog, … 



PROGRAMS WRITTEN IN A DSL 

“ 
“ 

—Paul Hudak 

A user immersed in a domain 
already knows the domain 
semantics. All the DSL designer 
needs to do is provide a notation 
to express that semantics. 

More concise 
Quicker to write 
Easier to maintain 
Easier to reason about 
Accessible to non-programmers 

Sounds easy… 



2 SIDES OF BIG DATA 

NoSQL Hadoop 
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Non-trivial software is distributed 

Distributed programming is hard2 
(software engineering) 
× (parallelism + asynchrony + failure)  

PROGRAMMING TODAY 



ORDERLY COMPUTING 

ORDER 
✺  LIST of Instructions 

✺  ARRAY of Memory 

STATE 
✺  Mutation in time 
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ORDERLY COMPUTING 

ORDER 
✺  LIST of Instructions 

✺  ARRAY of Memory 

STATE 
✺  Mutation in time 



DISTRIBUTED 
PROGRAMMING 

REPLICATED for availability 

PARTITIONED to scale out 

ASYNCHRONOUS for performance 

 

All this … in Java. 



ORDERLY CODE IN A 
DISORDERLY WORLD 



WHAT COULD GO WRONG? 



Item Count 

1 1 2 
Item Count 

1 1 

-1 -1 

1 1 
0 



Model: Distributed State (R/W) 

✺  i.e. traditional von Neumann programming 

✺  i.e. NoSQL (NoDSL!) 

Desire: Eventual Consistency 
✺  of distributed state (as a proxy for program intent) 

Mechanism: Linearization (SSI) 

✺  E.g. Paxos distributed log 

CLASSICAL 
TREATMENT 
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Item Count 

1 1 
Item Count 

1 1 
1 1 

✔ 



Questions 
✺  Do multiple agents need to coordinate? 

✺  On which lines of Java code? 

Variations 
✺  Replicated & Partitioned. 

✺  Unreliable network, agents 

Software testing and maintenance 

ASK THE DEVELOPERS 



YESTERDAY, ON TWITTER 

Damien Katz, CouchDB creator(@damienkatz) 
Kyle Kingsbury, Factual (@aphyr) 



YESTERDAY, ON TWITTER 



YESTERDAY, ON TWITTER 



YESTERDAY, ON TWITTER 



Little developer consensus on 
consensus… 

 

But some widely-quoted negative 
results from an academic practitioner 

WHAT DO WE MAKE OF ALL THIS 



A NEGATIVE RESULT FOR CLASSICAL TREATMENTS 

It is impossible in the asynchronous network model to 
implement a read/write data object that guarantees the 
following properties:  

Consistency  

Availability  

Partition-tolerance 

 

BREWER’S CAP THEOREM 

[Gilbert and Lynch 2002] 



Consistency is possible 

But at what cost? Latency. 

PARTITION IS NOT THE PROBLEM 



Waits-For: Global Coordination 



“The first principle of successful 
scalability is to batter the consistency 
mechanisms down to a minimum, move 
them off the critical path, hide them in a 
rarely visited corner of the system, and 
then make it as hard as possible for 
application developers to get 
permission to use them” 
 
— James Hamilton (IBM, MS, Amazon), 
quoted in [Birman/Chockler 2009] 



THE WRONG SIDE OF PROBABILITY 



THE WRONG SIDE OF PROBABILITY 

latency (ms)
operation mean std dev count
all reads 8.7 376.4 21.5B

single-site commit 72.3 112.8 31.2M
multi-site commit 103.0 52.2 32.1M

Table 6: F1-perceived operation latencies measured over the
course of 24 hours.

of such tables are extremely uncommon. The F1 team
has only seen such behavior when they do untuned bulk
data loads as transactions.

Table 6 presents Spanner operation latencies as mea-
sured from F1 servers. Replicas in the east-coast data
centers are given higher priority in choosing Paxos lead-
ers. The data in the table is measured from F1 servers
in those data centers. The large standard deviation in
write latencies is caused by a pretty fat tail due to lock
conflicts. The even larger standard deviation in read la-
tencies is partially due to the fact that Paxos leaders are
spread across two data centers, only one of which has
machines with SSDs. In addition, the measurement in-
cludes every read in the system from two datacenters:
the mean and standard deviation of the bytes read were
roughly 1.6KB and 119KB, respectively.

6 Related Work

Consistent replication across datacenters as a storage
service has been provided by Megastore [5] and Dy-
namoDB [3]. DynamoDB presents a key-value interface,
and only replicates within a region. Spanner follows
Megastore in providing a semi-relational data model,
and even a similar schema language. Megastore does
not achieve high performance. It is layered on top of
Bigtable, which imposes high communication costs. It
also does not support long-lived leaders: multiple repli-
cas may initiate writes. All writes from different repli-
cas necessarily conflict in the Paxos protocol, even if
they do not logically conflict: throughput collapses on
a Paxos group at several writes per second. Spanner pro-
vides higher performance, general-purpose transactions,
and external consistency.

Pavlo et al. [31] have compared the performance of
databases and MapReduce [12]. They point to several
other efforts that have been made to explore database
functionality layered on distributed key-value stores [1,
4, 7, 41] as evidence that the two worlds are converging.
We agree with the conclusion, but demonstrate that in-
tegrating multiple layers has its advantages: integrating
concurrency control with replication reduces the cost of
commit wait in Spanner, for example.

The notion of layering transactions on top of a repli-
cated store dates at least as far back as Gifford’s disser-
tation [16]. Scatter [17] is a recent DHT-based key-value
store that layers transactions on top of consistent repli-
cation. Spanner focuses on providing a higher-level in-
terface than Scatter does. Gray and Lamport [18] de-
scribe a non-blocking commit protocol based on Paxos.
Their protocol incurs more messaging costs than two-
phase commit, which would aggravate the cost of com-
mit over widely distributed groups. Walter [36] provides
a variant of snapshot isolation that works within, but not
across datacenters. In contrast, our read-only transac-
tions provide a more natural semantics, because we sup-
port external consistency over all operations.

There has been a spate of recent work on reducing
or eliminating locking overheads. Calvin [40] elimi-
nates concurrency control: it pre-assigns timestamps and
then executes the transactions in timestamp order. H-
Store [39] and Granola [11] each supported their own
classification of transaction types, some of which could
avoid locking. None of these systems provides external
consistency. Spanner addresses the contention issue by
providing support for snapshot isolation.

VoltDB [42] is a sharded in-memory database that
supports master-slave replication over the wide area for
disaster recovery, but not more general replication con-
figurations. It is an example of what has been called
NewSQL, which is a marketplace push to support scal-
able SQL [38]. A number of commercial databases im-
plement reads in the past, such as MarkLogic [26] and
Oracle’s Total Recall [30]. Lomet and Li [24] describe an
implementation strategy for such a temporal database.

Farsite derived bounds on clock uncertainty (much
looser than TrueTime’s) relative to a trusted clock refer-
ence [13]: server leases in Farsite were maintained in the
same way that Spanner maintains Paxos leases. Loosely
synchronized clocks have been used for concurrency-
control purposes in prior work [2, 23]. We have shown
that TrueTime lets one reason about global time across
sets of Paxos state machines.

7 Future Work

We have spent most of the last year working with the
F1 team to transition Google’s advertising backend from
MySQL to Spanner. We are actively improving its mon-
itoring and support tools, as well as tuning its perfor-
mance. In addition, we have been working on improving
the functionality and performance of our backup/restore
system. We are currently implementing the Spanner
schema language, automatic maintenance of secondary
indices, and automatic load-based resharding. Longer
term, there are a couple of features that we plan to in-
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“The large standard deviation in write latencies 
is caused by a pretty fat tail due to lock 
conflicts. The even larger standard deviation in 
read latencies is partially due to the fact that 
Paxos leaders are spread across two data 
centers, only one of which has machines with 
SSDs.” 
— Corbett, et al. “Spanner: Google’s Globally 
Distributed Database” 



What do people do? 
Mutable State is an “anti-pattern” 

Pattern: Event Log Shipping 

TOWARD POSITIVE RESULTS 



-1 -1 



Item Count 

1 
Item Count 

1 
1 
1 

✔ 



1. Practitioners do make progress 

✺  Pay attention to best practices and maxims 

2. Theory Questions 

✺  When is this kind of thing possible (correct)? 

✺  What to do when impossible? 

3. DSL Design and SW Engineering 

✺  “Disorderly” language design  

✺  Techniques to enforce/check good patterns 

Goal: Maxims → Theorems → Software 

GETTING POSITIVE 



 

Do we need coordination? 

When can we avoid it? 

 

 
NOT a question about reads, writes, and race conditions.  
 
It’s a question of the expressivity of a language construct! 

  

A THEORY QUESTION 



Monotonic => Consistent 
✺  Accumulative, disorderly computing.   

✺  Confluence. 

¬Monotonic => ¬Consistent 
✺  Inherent non-monotonicity requires sealing 

✺  The reason for coordination 

THE CALM THEOREM 

[Conjecture: Hellerstein PODS ’09, “The Declarative Imperative”]  



MONOTONICITY 

Monotonic Code 
Information accumulation 

✺  The more you know,  
the more you know 

✺  E.g. map, filter, join 

Non-Monotonic Code 
Belief revision 

✺  New inputs can change your 
mind; need to “seal” input 

✺  E.g. reduce, aggregation, 
negation, state update 



Non-monotonicity: sealing a world 

  ¬∃x ∊ S ( p(x) )  

 ⟺      ∀x ∊ S (¬p(x) ) 

Time: a mechanism to seal fate: 

 Before and after 

“Time is what keeps everything from 
happening at once.” 

— Ray Cummings 

 

SEALING, TIME,  SPACE 
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Non-monotonicity: sealing a world 

  ¬∃x ∈ X ( p(x) ) ⟺ ∀x ∊ X(¬p(x) ) 

Time: a mechanism to seal fate 

Space: multiple perceptions of time 

Coordination: sealing in time and space 

SEALING, TIME,  SPACE 



State change in the land of sets 

INTUITION: SETS 



✺  Introduce time into each relation 
 shirt(‘Joe’, ‘black’, 1) 

✺  Persistence is induction 
 shirt(x, y, t+1) <= shirt(x, y, t) 

✺  Mutation via negation 
 shirt(x, y, t+1) <= shirt(x, y, t), ¬del_shirt(x, y, t) 

 shirt(x, z, t+1) <= new_shirt(x, z, t) 

MUTABLE SETS 

[Statelog: Ludäscher 95, Dedalus: Alvaro ‘11] 

“Time is what keeps everything from 
happening at once.” 

— Ray Cummings 

 



 

Do we need coordination? 

When can we avoid it? 

 

 

  

RECALL THE 
QUESTION 



 

Do we need time? 

When can we collapse it? 

 

We need time to seal fate, avoid paradox. 

We need time for non-monotonic operations. 

THE QUESTION 



Monotonic => Consistent 

¬Monotonic => ¬Consistent 

 Guard non-monotonic operations with 
seals. 

THE CALM THEOREM 

Also:  
•  CRON Conjecture 
•  Coordination Complexity 

[Conjecture: Hellerstein PODS ’09, “The Declarative Imperative”]  



CALM Proofs 
✺  Abiteboul, et al.: M=>C [PODS ’11] 

✺  Ameloot, et al.: CALM [PODS ’11, JACM ‘13] 

✺  Ameloot, et al.: Weaker forms of M => C [PODS ’14 best paper]  

✺  Marczak, et al.: M=>C, NM+Coord=>C [Datalog 2.0 ’12] 

CRON (Proofs & Refutations) 
✺  Ameloot, et al.: [JCSS ’15] 

Coordination Complexity: MP Model 
✺  Koutris & Suciu (min-coordination & LB): [PODS ’11] 

✺  Beame et al. (minimizing replication): [PODS ’13] 
More!  See survey by Ameloot [SIGMOD Record 6/14] 

 

THEORETICAL RESULTS 



1. Practitioners do make progress 

✺  Pay attention to best practices and maxims 

2. Theory Questions 

✺  When is this kind of thing possible (correct)? 

✺  What to do when impossible? 

3. DSL Design and SW Engineering 

✺  “Disorderly” language design  

✺  Techniques to enforce/check good patterns 

  

GETTING POSITIVE 



REPLICATED for availability 

PARTITIONED to scale out 

ASYNCHRONOUS for performance 

 

DISTRIBUTED 
PROGRAMMING 

All this … in Java. 

DATA 

a disorderly data-centric DSL 



10 years of DSL and systems experimentation: 

✺  Declarative Networking: http://declarativity.net [Loo et al., CACM ’09] 

✺  BOOM Project: http://boom.cs.berkeley.edu 

2011/2013: “Programming the Cloud” undergrad course 

✺  http://programthecloud.github.com   

 

AN ONGOING AGENDA 



A disorderly language of data, space 
and distributed time 

Based on Alvaro’s Dedalus logic 

<~ bloom 

[Hellerstein, CIDR ‘11] 
[Conway, SOCC ‘12] 
http://bloom-lang.org  



Nodes with local clocks, state 

Timestep at each node: 

OPERATIONAL MODEL 

bloom	  rules	  
atomic,	  local	  } {

local updates

system events

network

next

network

1 2 3

now



SYNTAX 

<object> <merge> <expression> 



SYNTAX 

persistent table

transient scratch

 networked transient channel

scheduled transient periodic

<object> <merge> <expression> 



SYNTAX 

<= now

<+ next

<~ async

<- del_next

<object> <merge> <expression> 

persistent table

transient scratch

 networked transient channel

scheduled transient periodic



SYNTAX 

<object> <merge> <expression> 

<= now

<+ next

<~ async

<- del_next

map, flat_map
reduce, group, 

argmin/max
(r * s).pairs

empty? include?

persistent table

transient scratch

 networked transient channel

scheduled transient periodic



SYNTAX 

<object> <merge> <expression> 

<= now

<+ next

<~ async

<- del_next

map, flat_map
reduce, group, 

argmin/max
(r * s).pairs

empty? include?
monotone fns, 

morphisms,  
non-monotone fns

persistent table

transient scratch

 networked transient channel

scheduled transient periodic

persistent <lattice>



a chat server 

module ChatServer  
  state do  
    table   :nodelist  
    channel :mcast; channel :connect  
  end  
 
  bloom do  
    nodelist <= connect.payloads  
    mcast <~ (mcast*nodelist).pairs do |m,n|  
      [n.key, m.val]  
    end  
  end  
end	  



Set 
(Merge = Union) 

Increasing Int 
(Merge = Max) 

Boolean 
(Merge = Or) 

size() >= x 

Monotone function: 
set → increase-int 

Monotone function: 
increase-int → boolean 

{a}{b} {c}

{a,b} {b,c} {a,c}

{a,b,c}

2

3

1

false

true

false

LATTICES & COMPOSITION 

time



if quorum_done

counter <= nodelist.size
quorum_done <= counter.gt_eq(QUORUM_SIZE)

module ChatServer  
  state do  
    table   :nodelist  
    channel :mcast; channel :connect	  

a quorum chat server 

  end  
end	  

lmax    :counter  
lbool   :quorum_done

end  
 
  bloom do  
    nodelist <= connect.payloads  
    mcast <~ (mcast*nodelist).pairs do |m,n|  
      [n.key, m.val]  
    end	  



•  Ini4ally	  all	  clocks	  are	  zero.	  
•  Each	  4me	  a	  process	  experiences	  an	  

internal	  event,	  it	  increments	  its	  own	  
logical	  clock	  in	  the	  vector	  by	  one.	  

•  Each	  4me	  a	  process	  prepares	  to	  send	  a	  
message,	  it	  increments	  its	  own	  
logical	  clock	  in	  the	  vector	  by	  one	  and	  
then	  sends	  its	  en4re	  vector	  along	  with	  
the	  message	  being	  sent.	  

•  Each	  4me	  a	  process	  receives	  a	  message,	  
it	  increments	  its	  own	  
logical	  clock	  in	  the	  vector	  by	  one	  and	  
updates	  each	  element	  in	  its	  vector	  by	  
taking	  the	  maximum	  of	  the	  value	  in	  its	  
own	  vector	  clock	  and	  the	  value	  in	  the	  
vector	  in	  the	  received	  message	  (for	  
every	  element).	  

VECTOR CLOCKS:  
bloom v. wikipedia 

bootstrap do  
  my_vc <=  
     {ip_port => Bud::MaxLattice.new(0)}  
end

bloom do  
  next_vc <= out_msg  
    { {ip_port => my_vc.at(ip_port) + 1} } 
  out_msg_vc <= out_msg  
    {|m| [m.addr, m.payload, next_vc]}  
  next_vc <= in_msg   
    { {ip_port => my_vc.at(ip_port) + 1} }  
  next_vc <= my_vc  
  next_vc <= in_msg  {|m| m.clock}  
  my_vc <+ next_vc  
end 



Blazes: CALM analysis, Coordination Synthesis 

Fault Tolerance Testing 

Edelweiss: Event Exchange & GC 

Highly-Available Xactions 

Invariant Confluence 

TOOLS AND 
EXTENSIONS 

[Alvaro et al.,  ICDE13] 

[Alvaro, et al.,  14] 

[Conway, et al.,  VLDB14] 

[Bailis, et al.,  VLDB14] 

[Bailis, et al.,  SIGMOD15] 

And more… http://boom.cs.berkeley.edu 
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WHERE DOES TIME GO? 



WHERE DOES TIME GO? 

PROCESSING 

ANALYTICS 

80% 
of the work in any data 

project is preparing 
the data. 



KANDEL SURVEY 
 
Interview study of 35 analysts: 
 

25 companies 
Healthcare 
Retail, Marketing 
Social networking 
Media 
Finance, Insurance 

Various titles 
Data analyst 
Data scientist 
Software engineer 
Consultant 
Chief technical officer 
 

[Kandel et al.,  VAST12] 





“I spend more than half of my time 
integrating, cleansing and transforming data 
without doing any actual analysis.  Most of 
the time I’m lucky if I get to do any ‘analysis’ 
at all.” 

Friction 
 

“Most of the time once you transform the 
data ... the insights can be scarily obvious.” 

Lost potential 
 

 



“It’s easy to just think you know what you are 
doing and not look at data at every 
intermediary step.  

  

An analysis has 30 different steps.  It’s 
tempting to just do this then that and then 
this.  You have no idea in which ways you are 
wrong and what data is wrong.” 
 

Interactivity and Visualization 



… 

THE DATA TRANSFORMATION PROBLEM 

DATA TRANSFORMATION 

Business System Data 

Machine Generated Data 

Log Data Data Visualization 

Fraud Detection 

Recommendations 

DATA SOURCE 
Complexity 

DATA PRODUCT 
Simplicity 

… 

A PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 



1990’s DSLs FOR DATA TRANSFORMATION 

2nd-order logic 
➔  Query both data and schema 
➔  Produce both data and schema 

Proximity methods 
➔  Clustering 
➔  Merging 
➔  Fuzzy joins 

∀T 

… 

= HARDER 
[Lakshmanan, et al. VLDB96] 
[Galhardas, et al. VLDB11] 



POTTER’S WHEEL (2001): ENTER THE VISUAL 

➔  Step-by-step DSL 
 
➔  Immediate visual feedback 

➔  Ongoing discrepancy detection 

➔  Data lineage, redo/undo 
 

Problem: Remaining burden of specification for users. 

[Raman & Hellerstein, VLDB11] 



VISUAL SPECIFICATION Figure 1: Predictive Interaction for text pattern specification. The left image shows the interface after the user has highlighted the string
mobile in line 34. The right shows the interface after one more gesture: highlighting the string dynamic in line 31. Note that the top-ranked
suggested transform changes after the second highlight, and hence so do the Source and Preview contents.

Figure 2: A ranked list of regular expressions.

preview column (tan). The user can choose to view the outputs of
other suggested transforms by clicking on them in the top panel;
they can also edit the patterns directly in a Transform Editor. When
the user decides on the best pattern, they can click the “plus” (+) to
the right of the transform to add it to a DSL script.

In our initial prototype the suggested transforms looked different
than what is shown in Figure 1. Originally, users would see a
ranked list of REs in a traditional syntax, as shown in Figure 2
(corresponding to the ranked list of suggested transforms on the
right of Figure 1). In user studies we found that even experienced
programmers had difficulty deciding quickly and accurately among
alternative REs. It seems that RE syntax is better suited to writing
patterns than to reading them. Hence we changed our DSL to a new
pattern language (compilable to REs) that is better suited to rapid
disambiguation among options.

In essence, we evolved our DSL design to simplify the way that
users can interact with automated predictions. Although simple, this
example illustrates some of the subtleties involved in co-designing
Predictive Interaction across all three streams of traditional research.
The visualization has to be informative and the affordances for user
guidance clear; the predictive model has to receive information-
rich guidance from the interactions, and do a good job of surfacing
probable but diverse choices; the DSL has to be expressive yet
sufficiently small for tractable inference and simple user interaction.

In the remainder of the paper, we provide a general framework for
Predictive Interaction, putting it in context with previous approaches
to visual languages for managing data, and highlighting research
challenges and opportunities for the community.

2. LIFTING TO VISUAL LANGUAGES
To set the stage for our discussion, we re-examine the more

traditional integration of two of our three themes: visualization
and data-centric languages. There are a number of influential prior
efforts along these lines, including Query-By-Example (QBE) [25],
Microsoft Access, and Tableau. These interfaces take a textual data
manipulation language (e.g., relational calculus) and “lift” it into
an isomorphic higher-level visual language intended to be more
natural for users. Given a visual specification of a query, a system
can translate (“ground”) to the domain of the textual language for

X Y

Z

f

h g compilation

DSL

(a) (b)

Data Results

interactionData Vis Visual Results

visualization

Figure 3: Lifts. A traditional lift (a): given a map f : X ! Y , and
a map g : Z ! Y , the lifting problem is to find a map h : X ! Z
such that g � h = f . Lifting in the context of visual specifications
(b): rather than write expressions in a textual DSL, we define a
lift to a domain of data visualization and interactions, such that
the interactions in that domain lead to final outputs: compilation �
interaction � visualization = DSL programming.

Figure 1 1  Qualified  retrieval 

EMP NAME SAL MGR DEPT 

Figure 12 Partially  underlined 
qualified  retrieval 

328 

Qualijied  retrieval. Print  the  names of the  employees  who  work 
in the toy department  and  earn  more  than $10000. This is shown 
in Figure 11. Note  the specification of the  condition  “more  than 
$lQl&)O.” One has  the  option  of using any of the following in- 
equality  operators: #, >, >=, <, <=. If no inequality operator is 
used’  as  a prefix, equality is implied. The symbol # can  be  re- 
placed by 1 or I=. 

Partially  underlined  qualijied  retrieval. Print  the  green items that 
start with the  letter I .  This is found in Figure 12. The I in IKE is 
not  underlined,  and it is a  constant.  Therefore,  the  system  prints 
all the  green  items  that  start with the  letter I .  The  user can  par- 
tially underline at  the beginning, middle or end of a word, a sen- 
tence,  or a  paragraph, as in the  example, XPAY, which means 
find a word, a sentence  or a paragraph such that  somewhere in 
that  sentence  or  paragraph  there  exist  the  letters PA. Since an 
example  element  can  be blank, then it word, a sentence,  or a 
paragraph  that  starts  or  ends with the  letters PA also qualifies. 

The partial underline  feature is useful if an  entry is a  sentence  or 
text  and  the  user wishes to  search to find all examples  that  con- 
tain a special word or  root.  If,  for  example,  the  query is to find 
entries with the word Texas,  the formulation’ of this  query is P. x 
TEXAS Y. 

- 
- 

Qualijied  retrieval using links. Print all the  green  items sold by 
the  toy  department.  This is shown in Figure 13.  In this  case,  the 
user  displays  both  the TYPE table  and  the SALES table by gener- 
3ting two blank skeletons on the  screen  and filling them in with 
beadings and with required entries. The significance of the  ex- 
ample  element is best  illustrated in this  query. Here,  the same 
example  element must be used in both  tables, indicating that if 
an  example item such as N U T  is green,  that  same item is also 
sold by  the toy department.  Only if these  conditions are met 
simultaneously does  the item qualify as a  solution. The manual 
equivalent is to  scan  the TYPE table  to find a green item and  then 
scan the SALES table  to  check  whether  that  same item is also 
sold by the toy department.  Since  there is no specification of 
how the  query is to  be  processed or where  the  scan is to start, 
the formulation of this  query is neutral  and  symmetric. 

Figure 13 Qualified  retrieval using links ‘“7-1 
P . E T  GREEN - 

Once  the  concept of a linking example  element is understood, 
the  user can link any  number of tables and  any  number of rows 
within a single table, as in the following examples. 

ZLOOF IBM SYST J 

Figure 4: Query By Example: qualified retrieval using links [25].

processing. Lifting is a basic idea from category theory, sometimes
used in the design of functional programming languages (Figure 3).

Lifting to a visual domain has proven to be useful for the specifi-
cation of standard select-project-join-aggregate queries. As illustra-
tion, we review two influential systems: QBE and Tableau.

Example 1: QBE. The main idea in QBE is to lift the database
into a visual representation of relational metadata: table grids with
column headers. The user interacts by starting with an empty
“skeleton” of a table grid, and types a table name at the upper
left of the skeleton, which causes the associated column names
to be populated. The user can then place variables and expres-
sions into the empty cells in the rows beneath the header. The
placement of the variables and expressions in these empty cells
precisely determines a query, which can be compiled to SQL in a
straightforward manner, and executed in a relational database. Fig-
ure 4 shows a query from Zloof’s 1977 paper [25] that illustrates
“qualified retrieval using links”: a query with selection predicates
(TYPE.COLOR = ’GREEN’, SALES.DEPT = ’TOY’) and an
equijoin (TYPE.ITEM = SALES.ITEM). By typing P., the user
has indicated that they wish to print the TYPE.ITEM field in the



TRADITIONAL BURDEN OF SPECIFICATION 

Visualization and Interaction  

Data Transformation Code 

User authors a draft 
transformation script 

User tests the script on a 
small amount of data 

User inspects output data to 
assess effects 

1. 2. 

3. 



HINTS OF INTELLIGENT INTERFACES 

Type-ahead uses 
context and data to 
predict your search term 
— and preview results 



WRANGLER (2011): ADD INTELLIGENCE 

[Kandel, et al. CHI 11] 

[Guo, et al. UIST11] 

➔  Automatic inference of transforms 

➔  Semantic data types 

➔  Interactive history 

➔  User Studies 



PREDICTIVE INTERACTION 

Figure 5: The Tableau interface for query specification.

output, which is also shown in a tabular format.
Example 2: Tableau. Tableau (Figure 5) is a data visualization

tool rooted in Stolte et al.’s Polaris system [22] for specifying and
visualizing results of pivot table queries. Again, the visual metaphor
focuses on the manipulation of metadata. Users are shown the
schemas of tables, with attributes partitioned into the familiar OLAP
notion of dimensions (categorical types) and measures (numeric
types). Users can drag the names of attributes to “shelves” on a
visual canvas. These actions indicate a desire to group or filter
records, and to visualize them by spatial position (row/column),
color, shape or size. Users can further tailor the results by selecting
aggregation functions and visualized mark types (bars, plotting
symbols, etc) using drop-down menus. Tableau’s interface is a
direct lifting of a DSL called VizQL, an intermediate high-level
language that in turn compiles to both database queries (e.g., SQL
or MDX) and visual encoding procedures.

2.1 Discussion
Tableau and QBE (as manifested in commercial variants like

MS Access) have proven to be popular and approachable for both
business and technical users. There are notable benefits to the visual
lifting that they achieve. First, by grounding user interactions in
an underlying DSL, these tools couple graphical specification with
the ability to compile down to widely-deployed scalable execution
engines. Contrast this approach to other interactive data tools that
are not grounded in a DSL, such as OpenRefine or Paxata: the
standalone nature of those tools limits the data and contexts to which
they can be applied, isolating them from third-party investments in
improved engine infrastructure.

Next, these visual tools can be easier to learn than the correspond-
ing DSLs, due in part to visual affordances: cues in the interface
that tell users what actions are possible (menus, icons, drag/drop
targets, etc.). These affordances make the significant constructs in
the language readily apparent.

Another advantage of these visual languages is a more flexible
specification style. Textual language expressions are fundamentally
sequential in format, written and read from start to finish. Visual
interfaces can loosen the order in which users construct specifica-
tions — and, critically, can show intermediate results along the way,
to help users assess progress and refine their goals as they go. In
addition, a 2-dimensional layout can allow for better clustering of
concepts and hence aid comprehensibility: for example, tables that
are being joined might be shown close together on screen along with
their associated join predicates.

Visual lifting can be helpful, but it has a significant built-in limi-

compilation

DSLData Results

ambiguous
interactionDatavis Visual Results

visualization

Response
Visualization 
of probable 
Next Steps

predictio
n disambiguation

Figure 6: Predictive Interaction: The Guide/Decide loop. We
augment previous lifting schemes to guide the system via ambigu-
ous interaction, visualize a predicted distribution of next steps,
and decide on their desired results. More generally, compilation �
disambiguation � prediction � interaction � visualization = DSL.

tation: it presents a strict isomorphism to a textual language. This
raises multiple problems. Textual languages are often quite rich,
and most visual languages (including QBE and Tableau) provide
visual metaphors for only a subset of their underlying DSLs. For
example, in both these languages, arithmetic expressions and string
manipulation of the sort we saw in the previous section require
explicit textual specification. In essence, the user occasionally hits a
“cliff” of complexity in the user interface, where they fall out of the
visual domain and must work in an underlying DSL.

More importantly, the visual interaction model does not inher-
ently remove the user’s specification burden; it merely changes the
syntax. In order to achieve a certain query, the user must make
visual specifications that are precisely as descriptive as any textual
specifications for that query. Unfortunately, in many instances a
user’s inability to make progress with an interface is not fundamen-
tally a matter of syntax (e.g., typing vs. mousing), but rather an
inability to specify a precise intent. This inability can stem from
technical unfamiliarity (not knowing how to do something), or from
an ambiguity of intent (uncertainty about what to do). Ambiguity
can often be desirable — it is at the heart of exploratory tasks where
the computer is serving as an aid for the analyst’s creative process.

Going beyond the inherent limitations of visual lifting requires a
new approach, one in which computational methods assist the user
in the task of specification.

3. PREDICTIVE INTERACTION
The key drawback of both DSLs and lifted visual interfaces is an

intolerance of ambiguity — they ask users for too much technical
specificity, or at best limit expressivity. By contrast, the key draw-
back of automated techniques is the absence of user guidance, which
prevents automated techniques from adjusting to a wide variety of
inputs and outputs. In this section we show how this tension can
be resolved by incorporating aspects of all three of our technical
themes: People, Data and Computation.

Figure 6 shows the basic structure of Predictive Interaction as an
augmentation of our earlier illustration of visual lifting. Rather than
ask users to visually specify exact desires, they provide ambiguous
input to guide predictive methods, and decide on a desired result.
We explain the steps of the diagram with reference to our case study
of text pattern specification in Section 1.1.

Once again, we use visualization to lift from the domain of data
and code into a more intuitive visual domain. In Figure 1, the
data is rendered in a familiar table visualization with each column
augmented with univariate histograms and data quality bars [11].

The next step is user interaction. The first and most prominent
distinction brought by Predictive Interaction is that the visual inter-
actions can be highly ambiguous, merely guiding the system toward
features of interest in the data. For example, in Figure 1, the user
simply highlights substrings in the table visualization, indicating

[Heer, et al. CIDR15] 



PREDICTIVE INTERACTION™ 

Visualization and Interaction  
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DATA TRANSFORMATION LOGIC 

CLEANING ENRICHMENT DISTILLATION STRUCTURING  
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A MICROCOSM 



A MICROCOSM 

extract col: Screen_Detail on: /(?<=adtam_source\=)[^\&]*(?=\&)/
extract col: Screen_Detail on: /(?<=\=)[^\&]*(?=\&)/ limit: 2 
extract col: Screen_Detail on: /(?<=\=)[a-z]+/ limit: 2 
extract col: Screen_Detail on: /[a-z]+/ limit: 4
countpattern col: Screen_Detail on: /[a-z]+/



A MICROCOSM 

extract col: Screen_Detail after: !adtam_source=! before: !&!
extract col: Screen_Detail limit: 2 after: !=! before: !&!
extract col: Screen_Detail on: !{lower}+! limit: 2 
extract col: Screen_Detail on: !{lower}+! limit: 4 
countpattern col: Screen_Detail on: !{lower}+!



Demo 



TECHNICAL PHILOSOPHY 

The subtle trifecta of People • Data • Computation 

HCI 
➔  Affordances to gather features (input)  
➔  Feedback on representation (DSL) and domain (previews) 

DB 
➔  An interactive DSL for Data Transformation 
➔  Visually interpretable, easily readable and learnable 

ML 
➔  ML = Representation + Evaluation + Optimization 
➔  Easily the most important factor is the features used 

—Pedro Domingos, “A Few Useful Things to Know About Machine Learning” [2012] 



TAKEAWAYS 

Methodology 
1.  Listen to practitioners 
2.  Best practices and pain-points inspire research 
3.  Theory to practice 

Distributed Programming & Declarative DSLs 
1.  Go beyond Read/Write analysis 
2.  CALM can give you intuition on how to avoid coordination 
3.  Power of declarative DSLs: not just for queries/ML! 

 
Productivity for Data Analysis 

1.  More than visualization: next gen interaction with data 
2.  DSL is a key internal representation 
3.  ML and HCI/Vis in service of DSL authoring 
  



DSL 


